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THE EXCAVATIONS ON THE SITE OF ST. 
MARY'S CHURCH, CHAPEL BANK, 

TENTERDEN, WITH INDICATIONS OF THE 
DESERTED VILLAGE OF EBONY 

CECILY LEBON and ALEC MILES 

INTRODUCTION 

Over ten years, from 1977 to 1987, excavations were undertaken on 
the old site of St. Mary's Church, Ebony, Tenterden (N.G.R. 
TQ 670639), by a small group of K.A.S. members; of these Mr and 
Mrs. M. Hill and Mr N. Aldridge gave consistent help throughout the 
excavations. Thanks are also due to the Rector, the Rev. 
S.D. Harris, Mrs. J.E.M. Bates and the late Col. J.F. Armstrong, of 
the Ebony Parochial Church Council, who kindly gave permission for 
the excavations and helped in many ways. The work was supported 
by a grant from the Kent Archaeological Society. The finds are 
deposited with the Tenterden and District Museum. 

The medieval church of St. Mary has been the study of a paper by 
Sir John Winnifrith,1 who collated and researched the notes and 
records of Dr W. Cocks, A. Hussey, A.H. Taylor and Canterbury 
Cathedral Library. A church at Ebbanea is first listed in the 
Domesday Monachorum, copied from the original returns over a 
period from 1100 to 1200. However, Douglas has grave objections to 
this identification with Ebony, as other places mentioned in this 
section are at the opposite end of Kent.2 Nevertheless, lands at 
Ebony were granted to Christchurch, Canterbury, in a Saxon Charter 
of 832.3 The patronage was transferred by 1210 at the latest, to 

x Arch. Cant., c (1984), 157-70. 
2 D.C. Douglas, Domesday Monachorum, 79, and see footnote. 
3 Walter de Gray Birch, Cartularium Saxonicum, (1885-93), no. 408. 
4 Victoria County History, Kent, iii (1932), 133. 
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St. Martin's Priory, Dover, (charter granted to Archbishop Corbeil 
and Christchurch Priory, Canterbury, in 1131).4 The church suffered 
many vicissitudes over the years, culminating in the great fire of 
c. 1560, from the ruins of which a small chapel was built; this was, in 
turn, demolished and rebuilt at Reading Street in 1858. 

The site today, on Chapel Bank, is a wild overgrown graveyard, in 
a fenced hexagonal enclosure, isolated from the nearest road and 
approached by ill-defined foot-paths. Chapel Bank itself, rises to 
30 m. above the surrounding marshlands, is composed of Wadhurst 
Clay largely of a clayey lithology. The Geological Survey,5 records 
that the 'island' of Chapel Bank, has been extensively dug in the past, 
presumably for ironstone. There is very little evidence today for 
ironstone, although the remains of old quarry pits can be seen on the 
south and south-east sides of the bank from which the stone was 
probably dug for use in the construction of the church. 

A series of faults lay within the valley, north of the Isle of Oxney; 
these are the apparent continuation of the Benenden Fault. The 
faults coalesce on Chapel Bank, just south of the church site (N.G.R. 
TQ 930295).6 We can only speculate that these faults, leading to 
possible minor earth movements, combined with the effects of the 
earthquakes of 21st May, 1382, and 6th April, 1580, which caused 
widespread damage to churches throughout Kent,7 may have weak-
ened the medieval foundations of St. Mary's. Furthermore, the 
church was built on stiff Wadhurst Clay, which can cause serious 
building subsidence during long dry summers. 

The west side of the 'island' shows a steep cliff profile, probably the 
result of landslips and sea erosion in the distant past when the sea 
lapped the inner edge of the marshes and Ebony was an island. 
However, by Norman times, Ebony was isolated by saltings and 
creeks from both the Isle of Oxney and the mainland. On the north 
side a channel of the Rother separated it from Reading Street, where 
there was a ferry in medieval times.8 In the fourteenth century, the 
construction of the Knelle Dam in the Wittersham Levels had the 
effect of diverting the main course of the Rother, to north of the Isle 
of Oxney and around the north side of Ebony, bringing with it 
increasing trade and prosperity. By the seventeenth century acute 
drainage problems led to the Knelle Dam being breached and the 

5 Geology of the Country around Tenterden (1966), Memoirs of the Geological 
Survey of Great Britain, 63. 

"Ibid., 16. 
7 Robert Muir Wood and Charles Melville, New Scientist, 20th October, 1983, 

170-3. 
8 Arch. Cant, c (1984), 157. 
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Fig. 1. Excavation plan of St. Mary's Church, Chapel Bank, Ebony. 
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Rother resumed its old channel once more to the south of Oxney.9 

This change in the course of the river must have affected Ebony, 
which began to decline as a settlement and finally was deserted by the 
early seventeen hundreds. 

THE EXCAVATIONS 

There were no standing remains of the medieval church or its 
successor in the graveyard. Presumably, the site had been levelled in 
1858 after the demolition of the post-medieval or Elizabethan church 
and the remaining masonry carted off to rebuild the church at 
Reading Street. However, it was noted that there was a large area in 
the graveyard clear of gravestones and supporting a number of trees 
and scrub which did suggest the site of the former church. Although, 
no masonry remains were expected to be found, it was hoped that a 
trial trench would produce some evidence for early occupation of the 
site. A trench excavated running north and south through this area in 
1977 showed substantial foundations (Fig. 2, Section E-F, 21 and 23), 
which later proved to be the north wall of a Norman nave and the 
robbed-out remains of its south wall. 

THE NORMAN CHURCH 

Further excavations proved the existence of the foundations of a 
Norman nave and straight-ended chancel, typical of a Norman 
two-celled church. The nave measures 11.10 m. long x 6.30 m. wide, 
internally. The chancel, which is not square with the nave, leans at a 
slight angle to the south, measures 6.20 m. long x 5 m. wide, 
approximately. The base of the north door into the chancel survived, 
although some attempt had been made to block it with shaly 
sandstone at some period. The foundations were well made (Fig. 2, 
Section A-B, 7 and 8), with a layer of mortar and rubble 23 cm. thick 
laid in a trench up to 1.50 m. wide. The vestigial remains of standing 
walls were around 1.50 m. wide, strongly built of sandstone from the 
Hastings Beds with Caen stone sparingly used in the chancel for the 
quoins and the north door jambs. The floor laid on stiff Wadhurst 
Clay, was of a loamy clay 25 cm. thick with a thin top layer of chalk. 
This latter feature was confined to the Norman nave and chancel, but 

9 Jill Eddison, 'Developments in the Lower Rother Valleys up to 1600', Arch. 
Cant., di (1985), 95-110. 
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could be a medieval feature. Externally, traces of pilaster buttresses 
were found along the north wall of the nave; these were on average 
90 cm. wide x 25 cm. thick. No signs of a chancel arch remain, the 
foundations carry across without a break; likewise no traces were 
found for an external doorway into the nave. A few pieces of worked 
Caen stone were recovered from the excavations, some fragments 
suggesting the remains of angle-shafts (Fig. 6, no. 3) from perhaps 
the chancel arch, while others may have come from wide-angled 
window splays. 

This Norman church, of a simple type around which most of our 
parish churches have grown, can be compared with the Norman 
church of Dode, near Luddesdown, and with Paddlesworth church, 
near Snodland.10 Although it is slightly larger than either of them, 
the ratio of length to breadth is much the same. The nave of Ebony's 
Norman church would seem to be of the middle twelfth century, but 
the absence of Caen stone quoins in the nave and the lack of 
matching pilaster buttresses for the chancel suggest a later date for 
the chancel. The nave with its pilaster buttresses compares with the 
refectory at Dover Priory, which is of similar construction, one of the 
first buildings erected after the Priory was refounded in 1139.11 When 
later in the twelfth century, Dover Priory was granted the patronage 
and rectorial rights over Ebony church the monks may have sent their 
masons to build it in stone. 

THE MEDIEVAL CHURCH 

At sometime during the medieval period, north and south aisles were 
added to the Norman nave, and the church was extended to the west, 
the remains of diagonal corner buttresses would suggest a fourteenth/ 
fifteenth-century date for this work. It is a matter of conjecture which 
aisle was built first, as only the foundations remain of the north aisle 
and the south was robbed out to build the church at Reading Street. 
The north wall foundations are 1.10 m. wide, of sound construction 
with good buttresses, while the south was of a flimsier build (Fig. 2, 
Section E-F, 25), the robbed out construction trench being only 
90 cm. wide; the poorly constructed buttresses were added later, 
although the diagonal buttresses of the south-east and south-west 
corners may be integral with the construction. 

Some dating evidence may be found in the engravings by Howard 

10 Rev. Greville M. Livett, 'Early Norman Churches in and near the Medway 
Valley', Arch. Cant., xxi (1895), 260-72. 

11 John Newman, The Buildings of England: North East and East Kent (1969), 287. 
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Gaye,12 of the north-east and south-east aspects of the Elizabethan 
chapel in 1858. The south wall can be seen to have square-headed 
two-light, Perpendicular windows with trefoil tracery, which could 
well be the original windows, as the south wall survived the fire and 
became part of the rebuilt chapel. Square-headed cinquefoil windows 
can be seen in the north-east aspect; these were possibly salvaged 
from the wrecked north aisle. Similar windows can be seen at 
St. Mary, Stone-in-Oxney, rebuilt after a fire of 1464,13 although 
examples occur from the late fourteenth century and continue 
throughout the fifteenth, and into the sixteenth century, when they 
became somewhat debased. However, we cannot be sure that these 
windows were not replacements for an earlier style. 

It is possible that the north and south walls of the Norman nave 
were demolished to floor level and used as foundations for the pillars 
of the two aisles; however, as no worked stone was found which could 
be ascribed to pillars, it is more than likely openings were pierced in 
the Norman walls to make arches. A good example of this arrange-
ment can be seen in St. Eanswith, Brenzett, where arcades were 
inserted on the north side of the early twelfth-century nave. Unfor-
tunately, the demolition works at Ebony, destroyed all traces of any 
evidence for this. 

No traces of doorways were found in the north and south aisles 
during excavations. However, Howard Gaye shows a perpendicular 
doorway in his south-east aspect of 1858, and it is more than likely 
this is the original south door of the aisled medieval church and its 
successor the Elizabethan church. 

The floor of the nave was tiled during the fourteenth or fifteenth 
century with imported tiles from the Low Countries, although they 
were not found in situ; they were possibly mortared onto the chalk 
floor (Fig. 2, Section A-B, 4), which is confined to the nave and 
chancel. Evidence from coins would suggest a date prior to 1412 for 
this floor, while above the chalk, a sandy-clay layer around 20 cm. 
thick has produced a range of coins lost between 1412 and the second 
half of the fifteenth century. The floor must have been successively 
raised and relaid at higher levels over the years, a small patch 
surviving on the north side of the nave, bedded into a dark layer just 
under the turf-line, probably representing the floor of the medieval 
church which lasted up to the time of the fire. A small hearth-pit was 
found inside the nave close to the west wall. This was some 40 cm. in 
diameter and 18 cm. deep with baked clay sides. Among the ash was 

12 From the J. Fremlyn Streatfeild Collection of Engravings, in K.A.S. Library. 
13 John Newman, West Kent and the Weald (1976), 550. 
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a mass of partially melted cames, and, although below the demolition 
layer, it was difficult to assign these finds to any one period; it is 
tempting to associate them with the glazing of the medieval church. 

A similar hearth was found at Denny Abbey, Cambs., although no 
use was suggested.14 

Stones representing the base of the altar were uncovered in the 
chancel, mortared onto the surface of the sandy-clay floor, above the 
chalk. This may well be the High Altar referred to in a will of 1469.15 

Three graves, G10, Gi l and G12 (Fig. 2, Section A-B) were inserted 
through the sandy-clay floor before the altar and are possibly of 
fifteenth-century date, since they certainly pre-date the Elizabethan 
church, one buttress of which was built over a grave. 

Two early medieval graves (Fig. 1, Gl and G2) were noted outside 
the Norman nave. One of these had suffered some disturbance when 
the west wall of the enlarged medieval nave was built, the skull being 
pushed forward onto the rib cage. 

No documentary or archaeological evidence remains to suggest the 
style of roof construction, although we have some documentary 
evidence for the type of roof covering, as it is recorded in 1557 that 
Mr Roberts 'pulled away the lead of the chancel and covered it with 
shingles'16 and also money had been left in a will of 1485 to shingle 
part of the church.17 Many fragments of broken Kent peg-tiles were 
found in the excavations along with a fragment of a stone roof-tile. 

THE TOWER 

Only the foundations remain and, since these have suffered badly 
from the stone robbers' attentions, it is difficult to ascribe a date. 
However, the ground plan of the remains compares with the ground 
plans of Tenterden church tower, where bequests chart its leisurely 
progress of erection, from 1449 and 1461, bequests of timbers, to 
1476 for a 'chyme',18 to Wittersham, where money was left 'to the 
new steeple' in 150119 and Biddenden, where paired windows at the 
top look like early sixteenth-century at the earliest.20 Although 

14 Patricia M. Christie and J.G. Coad, 'Excavations at Denny Abbey', Arch. Journ., 
137 (1980), 177. 

15 Arch. Cant., c (1984), 159. 
16 Ibid., 161. 
17 Ibid., 161. 
18 John Newman, op. cit., 563. 
19 Ibid., 611. 
20 Ibid., 168. 
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Ebony tower was not built on such a grand scale, a late fifteenth-
century date would seem right for the start of its construction. The 
tower was in use by 1553 at the latest as an inventory by Thomas 
Haryden, churchwarden, and Peter Lawlam mentions 'iiij gret bells 
and saunce bell'.21 

The south-west buttress is wider and longer than its companion on 
the north-west corner, perhaps reflecting problems with subsidence 
after the tower was built. Traces of a chamfered basement course can 
be seen on the north buttress. The foundations are on average 
1.30 m. wide of a strong construction (Fig. 2, Section E-F), and it 
would seem the west wall of the nave was strengthened at this time. 
The remains of the foundations of the stair turret were seen in the 
north-east corner. Part of a Purbeck marble coffin slab (Fig. 6, no. 1), 
much mutilated by grave diggers after demolition of the tower, 
served as a sill to the west door, which led down via stone slabs to a 
clay floor inside the tower. Part of a poorly dressed door jamb (Fig. 6, 
no. 2) survived, but not in situ. 

THE CHAPEL OF ST. ANNE 

The small chapel, on the south side of the chancel was built from a 
bequest of £40 from John Raynold,22 of Reading Street, who died in 
1522. The chapel was completed by 1525, as the 1525 will of Joan 
Raynold asked that 'she should be buried in new chapel builded at 
the cost of my husband'.23 This small chapel, measuring 7.30 m. x 
4.80 m., externally, was built on a foundation of rolled stones, from 
the Fairlight Clay, probably collected from the beach at Pett Level, 
Fairlight, East Sussex. The foundations were rather poor, being only 
60 cm. wide in places, and the floor was of rammed clay with a pebble 
surface, which survived in patches. Fragments of polished 
Bethersden Marble were found scattered throughout the chapel, 
perhaps the remains of an altar slab. A considerable quantity of burnt 
painted glass was recovered from the floor, possibly from a large 
window in the chapel, sucked in as a result of the draught caused by 
the fire of c. 1560. 

The church reached its maximum development with the building of 

21 M.E.C. Walcott, R.P. Coates and W.A. Scott-Robinson, inventories of Parish 
goods in Kent', Arch. Cant., viii (1872), 145. 

22 KAO, A.C.C., vol. 15, folio 193, 1522. 
23 A. Hussey, Testamenta Cantiana: A Series of Extracts from Fifteenth and Sixteenth 

Century Wills relating to Church Building and Topography, London (1907), East Kent, 
109. 
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the chapel, as can be seen from the development plans (Fig. 3,4). 
However, judging by the foundations the workmanship was of a poor 
quality. 

THE GREAT FIRE 

No documentary evidence survives for the fire that destroyed the 
church, sometime around 1560. Sir John Winnifrith24 has concluded 
that the relevant records may be lost as a result of administrative 
confusion during the first years of transition from a Catholic to a 
Protestant regime or in part the results of a fire at Canterbury. 

The archaeological evidence showed that the main source of the 
fire was in the tower, where a thick layer of wood ash was uncovered 
on the clay floor (Fig. 2, Section G-H, 4). The fire proved to be of 
such intensity that the tower was totally destroyed and the north aisle 
so severely damaged that it was never rebuilt again. 

The conjectural sequence of events that destroyed the tower was 
probably started by lightning, which ignited the timbers of the roof, 
causing fire in the bell-chamber, destroying the massive wooden 
frame from which the bells were suspended, which led to the bells, 
possibly weighing several tons, crashing down on to the floor of the 
ringing chamber, whose joists in their turn gave way, prising masonry 
out of the tower walls. The heat from the fire caused the interior to 
expand and push outwards, which weakened the tower and brought 
about its ultimate destruction and collapse towards the body of the 
church, pulling down the roof timbers of the nave and destroying 
most of the north aisle. The tremendous inrush of air, with the tower 
acting as a chimney, must have sucked in the windows and destroyed 
the painted glass of the Chapel of St. Anne, as noted above.25 

Documentary evidence,26 points to the roof being covered with 
wooden shingles and this must have contributed to the fire and led to 
the destruction of the roof timbers. The damage was so extensive that 
only the south wall and its windows survived the fire intact and were 
incorporated into the new Tudor church. However, as noted above, 
some of the north aisle windows may have been salvaged from the 
ruins. 

24 Arch. Can/., c (1984), 162. 
25 We are grateful to Mr D. Cowley, a Senior Kent Fire Service Officer, of many 

years experience, for this fire damage assessment based on the archaeological 
evidence. 

26 Arch. Cant., c (1984), 161. 
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THE POST-MEDIEVAL OR ELIZABETHAN CHURCH 

We do not know when the shattered and burnt church was rebuilt. 
A will of 1569 records 'towards the building of Ebenie, if that church 
be built again'.27 The earliest date of reconstruction would be around 
1570. The parish was ordered to shingle the church in 157428 and, in 
1590, it recorded that it 'was fentred by extreme winds'.29 So, it is 
likely the rebuilding took place in a piecemeal way over many years 
and may not have been completed until the early years of the 
seventeenth century. 

Richard Kilburne, mentions 'a little church, now standing, was 
built upon part of the former foundations' in his Topographie; or 
Survey of the County of Kent published in 1659. However, the earliest 
graphic evidence for the new Elizabethan chapel comes from the little 
sketch in Francis Hill's map of Ebony Court Lands, dated-1710,30 

followed by a water-colour of an unknown artist, dated 1810, still to 
be seen hanging in St. Mary's, Reading Street. These views, substan-
tially similar to Howard Gaye's engravings, show a small rather 
ragged chapel, the crumbling remains of a tower at the west end, 
while the north porch can be seen in Gaye's north-west aspect held 
together with iron-work and shored up with buttresses each side of 
the doorway. Square-headed Perpendicular windows can be seen on 
the south and north sides, with a large Perpendicular window on the 
east. 

We know from the archaeological evidence that the north aisle wall 
of the old medieval church was completely demolished and a new 
north wall built some 4.70 m. to the south in the Norman nave; this 
new wall (Fig. 2, Section E-F, 18) was of very shallow foundations, 
possibly leading to problems later on. The chancel and the Chapel of 
St. Anne were abandoned and a new east wall was built at the end of 
the Norman nave to join up with the still existing south wall. The west 
end was patched up out of the remains of the tower. The buttresses 
were of very poor construction, their foundations being only just 
below the contemporary turf-line. No traces of the north porch 
foundations were found; presumably, these were so slight they left no 
traces of their existence. 

It was not possible to draw a plan of the Elizabethan church from 
the excavations alone as the demolition of the church in 1858 only left 

27 Op. cit., Hussey, 388. 
28 Arch. Cant., c (1984), 162. 
29 Ibid., 162. 
30 Map of Ebony Court Lodge Lands by Francis Hill, KAO, U41 P2; this map was 

published in Arch. Cant., c (1984), between pages 162 and 163. 
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the robbed out trenches of the former walls; however, it was possible 
to combine the features seen in Howard Gaye's two views with the 
excavation plan to produce a composite plan (Fig. 3, 5). 

In 1858, as the vicar, the Rev. W.W. Kirby, records in the Parish 
Register, 'the exterior was in a state of rapid decay and the interior 
most rude'. The main problems of the church, as the excavations 
showed were the extremely shallow foundations on a subsoil which 
was liable to subsidence and this must have led to the fabric being in a 
poor state by 1858, influencing the decision to demolish and re-build 
at Reading Street. 

THE BOOTH FIELD 

There is no doubt that the origins of Ebony, on Chapel Bank, stem 
from a monastic grange of Canterbury Cathedral Priory,31 although 
the later settlement dates from the Norman period, the coin and 
pottery evidence suggesting a mid-twelfth-century date. There is 
evidence for the hamlet or village of Ebony to be situated to the north 
of the church site, since considerable quantities of pottery and 
numbers of coins have been recovered from the ploughsoil in this 
area (N.G.R. TQ 928927), which is marked as the Booth Field in the 
1710 map of Francis Hill. Sir John Winnifrith has suggested that this 
field may be the site of a fair, although there is no documentary 
evidence to support it.32 

At the conclusion of the work in 1986, a small exploratory 
excavation was made on the narrow grass verge between the 
graveyard and the field, uncovering stonework which may have been 
the footings of a timber-framed medieval house, pre-dating the 
erection of the fenced enclosure. It was not possible to extend the 
excavations into the field and, in any event, it would not seem that 
any structures could have survived the heavy ploughing over the 
years. No further work was undertaken at this time. 

In 1989, Mr Neil Allen, after consultation with Mr Michael Hill 
and with the consent of the landowner, visited the site and made a 
systematic search with a metal detector, of the land adjoining the 
graveyard. He recovered a surprising number of medieval coins. 
Later in the same year he returned to the site with Mr and Mrs. Hill, 
who made a field survey of the same area which extended for some 
100 m. alongside the north perimeter of the graveyard and some 

31 R.A.L. Smith, Canterbury Cathedral Priory, Cambridge, 1943, 136-138. 
32 Arch. Cant., c (1984), 165. 
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50 m. out to the north (N.G.R. TQ 928927). Pottery collected from 
the ploughsoil included fragments of large jugs, pots and lids, dating 
from early medieval to Tudor, with some later Stafford and Frechen 
ware. On this occasion the search was extended to another small area 
some 250 m. to the north-east (N.G.R. TQ 930298), described on the 
1710 map as 'House Field' where more fragments of tile and similar 
pottery, but no coins were found. 

In these surveys and searches, Mr Allen has recovered more than 
100 medieval coins of which over 60 have been identified. The 
remainder were so cut and worn as to be not readily identifiable. The 
earliest coins were three of Henry II and the latest a solitary one of 
Elizabeth I, but most were of the thirteenth or early fourteenth 
centuries.33 Mr Allen also found two Venetian soldini, a fifteenth-
century lead token and sundry other metal objects - buckles, 
thimbles, etc. The number of coins found was far greater than would 
have been expected in such a small area and appears to confirm this 
as a place of commerce, a market or fair. 

The 1710 map by Hill may show Ebony after the seventeenth-
century enclosures, which swept away all signs of the medieval 
village; however, some traces still remain, although today very few of 
the eighteenth-century boundaries recorded by Hill survive, except 
the drainage channels which still seem substantially in the same 
positions. At the northern edge of the Booth Field a hollow way can 
be seen emerging from the Little Indraught marsh, heading along the 
boundary between the Booth Field and the Spring Field, then taking 
a sharp right turn along the line of the old boundary up the hill where 
it enters the graveyard by the old pond, its course being marked by a 
scattering of gravel in the ploughsoil. This may mark the old way up 
to Ebony from the Ferry. 

Some evidence survives for early ploughing on the extreme edge of 
the steep slope to the west in the Booth Field, just beyond the wire 
fence, which marks the boundary of the present-day ploughfield; 
here, at a right angle to the fence, can be seen traces of ridges in the 
grassland. Mead and Kain have stated that there is a written body of 
evidence to suggest that ridge and furrow was used as a means of 
surface drainage in the first part of the nineteenth century;34 how-
ever, these ridges follow the contours of the field rather than heading 
northwards down the slope to aid drainage. These might date to the 
eighteenth or nineteenth century, but are possibly the remains of 

33 Identified by the Department of Coins and Medals of the British Museum. 
34 W.R. Mead, and R.J.P. Kain, 'Ridge and Furrow in Kent', Arch. Cant., xcii 

(1976), 171. 
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medieval plough strips surrounding the village, common in the 
Midlands, but not a usual Kentish feature. Recently, however, 
medieval plough strips have been noted around Moatenden Priory, 
Headcorn.35 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is no doubt that Ebony, was at one time, a thriving community 
with contacts through to Rye, as the presence of early fifteenth-
century Venetian coins shows. Rye, in the late thirteenth, fourteenth 
and fifteenth centuries, was trading with the merchants of Venice, 
who made Camber-before-Rye a place of anchorage, although the 
Venetian galleys were trading all along the South Coast, between 
Rye and Arundel (see Miss Archibald's report below).36 

We can only speculate as to the reasons of the hamlet of Ebony's 
demise: disease cannot be ruled out, but, as mentioned above, the 
change in the course of the Rother and the rising sea-levels, which 
caused the silting up of the watercourses, may have brought possible 
economic decline. The subsequent inning of the remaining saltings 
possibly meant the way to Stone and the Isle of Oxney was no longer 
via the Reading Ferry (passagium de Redynge) to Ebony, but by a 
shorter route over the new bridge at Reading Street, bypassing 
Ebony. We know that by the beginning of the sixteenth century the 
ferry was no longer in use, as John Raynold in his will of 1522, 
mentions 'William the sometyme feryman' and also bequeaths money 
to the repair of the bridge as the following extract shows 'Iten I wull 
that the Cawsy ledying from my dore downe between the . . . and 
John Hammonds house unto the waterside shallbe newe made 
substantially and from the nether end of the said cawsy I wull that a 
brigge of tymber shalbe made substantially of a 4 foote brode and yn 
length as low down to the low water marke as shalbe thought 
necessary and I wull that the sayd plankes of the waye that is by East 
shalbe provided with newe plankes of the churche way ledyng from 
the plankes on the other side of the water by East unto the first stile 
of the Badfeld be made new with stones'.37 Presumably, sometime 
after this date the population started to drift down the hill to Reading 
Street, and by the beginning of the seventeenth century, as the 1710 
map shows, apart from the church, the site was abandoned. 

We are indebted to Mr N.A. Aldridge for this information. 
Sx. A.C, xx (1868), Notes and Queries, 224-225. 
KAO, A.C.C., vol. 15, folio 193, 1522. 
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THE COINS 
Marion M. Archibald 

1. Chancel floor, (Fig. 2, A-B, base of layer 3). 
Richard II, 1379-99 
Penny, York Archiepiscopal mint, lis on breast, London dies, earlier flat-based letters 
Wt.:0.94g. = 14.3 gr. 
Ref.: North 1329 

This coin is somewhat worn and has been clipped. Its weight and condition suggest 
that it was lost after the reduction in standard weight to 15 gr. in 1412, and it is very 
similar to coins of the same period from the Attenborough hoard deposited in 1422. It 
was therefore lost c. 1412-30. 

2. Chancel floor,; (layer 3). 
Henry V, 1413-22; 
Penny, York archiepiscopal mint, Class C or D 
Wt.:0.63g. = 9.7 gr. 
Ref.: North 1400 or 1401 

This coin was worn and clipped when deposited. It is in a similar condition to coins 
of this date which survived the reduction in standard weight to 12 gr. in 1464, but it is 
difficult to be very precise within a bracket of the second half of the fifteenth century. 

3. Chancel floor, (layer 3). 
Henry VI, 1st Reign, 1422-70 
Halfpenny Calais mint, Rosette-Mascle Issue, 1427-30. 
Wt.: 0.45 g. (uncleaned) = 6.9 gr. 
Ref.: North 1454 

The coin was struck on an irregularly-shaped flan and is not clipped. It was scarcely 
worn at the time it was lost and so was most probably lost within the bracket c. 1430-60 
with an earlier rather than a later date within that bracket the more likely. 

4. Chancel floor, (layer 3). 
Henry VI, 1st Reign, 1422-70 
Halfpenny, London Mint, Annulet Issue, 1422-27 
Wt.: 0.37 g. (piece missing) = 5.7 gr. 
Ref.: North 1435 

Despite present condition, this coin was apparently hardly worn and undipped when 
lost. Deposition date as for no. 3 above. 

5. Chancel demolition layer, (Fig. 2, A-B, layer 4) 
Richard II 1377-99 
Halfpenny, London mint 
Intermediate type, double pellet stops, on obv.; pellet between T and A of TAS on 
rev. 
Wt.:0.51g. =7.8gr . 
Ref.: F. Purvey, 'The pence, half pence and farthings of Richard IF, BNJ, xxxi (1962), 
101. 

(This is a very pleasing little coin now that it has been cleaned up and unlike most 
excavation coins would be welcome in a collector's cabinet) 

Unfortunately, the coin is somewhat double struck, which means that all the tiny 
details required for Mr Purvey's very minute classification are not visible. The style and 
the double pellet stops, however, place it in the intermediate group which he has dated 
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to c. 1391-16. Sterling-type coins can survive for long periods without much sign of 
wear, but this coin really exhibits virtually none, so, the usual allowances being made 
for abnormal survivals in good condition, it was probably lost c. 1400 plus or minus 10, 
but see next coin. 

6. Chancel demolition layer, (layer 4) 
Richard II 1377-99 
Halfpenny, London mint 
Intermediate type, stops on obv. wedge and saltires 
Wt.: 0.48 g. = 7.4 gr. 
Reference as above. 

This coin appears to have seen a little more circulation than the previous one and so 
its deposition may be dated in the early years of the fifteenth century. If the two coins 
were found in the relative levels, it may be that the first coin had survived in 
abnormally good condition and that both could be dated c. 1400-25, most likely before 
the reform of 1414. 

7. Chancel demolition layer, (layer 4) 
Edward III 1327-77 
Halfpenny, London mint 
Period 1335-44 Second Coinage 
Wt.: 0.54 g. = 8.3 gr. 
Ref.: J.J. North, English Hammered Coinage, vol. II, no. 1102. 

This coin has seen some wear but has not been clipped. It was probably deposited in 
the 1370s or 1380s but, as wear is such an unreliable indicator of duration of isolated 
coins in circulation, an earlier or later date cannot be ruled out. 

8. Chancel demolition layer, (layer 4) 
Edward III 1327-77 
Halfpenny, London mint 
Florin Coinage, 1344051, ? saltires before REX 
Wt.: 0.42 g. = 6.5 gr. 
Ref.: North no. 1131 

This coin is somewhat worn and could well have been deposited at about the same 
time as the previous coin. 

9. Chancel demolition layer (layer 4) 
Edward III 1327-77 
Farthing, London mint 
Period uncertain 
Wt.: 0.10 g. = 1.5 gr. 

This coin has been badly affected by corrosion and, as there was very little actual 
metal left, it was considered best not to proceed further with the cleaning but to 
conserve at this stage. It is thus not possible to see all the details necessary for a full 
identification. Under the corrosion, however, it does not seem much worn. In the 
circumstances it is not easy to suggest a deposition date, but again sometime in the 
later fourteenth century seems most likely. 

10. Chancel demolition layer (layer 4) 
A contemporary fifteenth-century forgery of York mint penny of (probably) either 
Edward IV or Henry VI, only weighs a third of the official penny. 
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11. Chancel demolition layer (layer 4) 
Soldino of Michele Sten, Doge of Venice, 1400-13 
Wt.:0.37g. = 5.7 gr. 

Italy 
One of the Papal dependencies 
Wt.: 0.40 g. = 6.1 gr. 

Foreign coins were forbidden to circulate in England officially, but an acute shortage 
of smaller denominations in the latter fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries led to 
the importation and use of baser foreign coins of about the right size to serve as 
halfpennies. The most numerous of these coins were the so-called 'galley-halpens', the 
soldini of the Doges of Venice, which came in with the 'trading galleys'. This was 
unofficial, of course, and the authorities did their best to suppress them and succeeded 
just after 1420 partly by issuing larger numbers of halfpennies from the Royal mints 
(early halfpence of Henry VI, as at Ebony, are fairly common). As well as the issues of 
Venice one occasionally finds halfpenny-sized coins of other Italian states or cities such 
as this. It is interesting to note that this coin has been pierced with the point of a knife, 
showing that someone had recognised it as illegal currency, for people were obliged to 
strike a hole in any false or illegal currency offered to them and take it for recoining. 

PAINTED GLASS 

The bulk of fragments of painted window-glass were recovered from the excavations in 
the sixteenth-century Chapel of St. Anne on the south side of the chancel, where most 
of the material was found on the south-west corner of the chapel floor, sealed in by 
demolition debris since the mid-sixteenth century, when the fire which destroyed the 
church sucked in the window and destroyed it. A few fragments of thin clear plain glass 
and some decayed blackish glass were found in the nave, though these were from the 
demolition levels. 

The glass is mainly from the early sixteenth century, the black letters being typical of 
the period. The interesting features are the esoteric geometric designs, which would 
seem unique to Ebony. A search through the Royal Commission on Historic 
Monument's large reference collection of painted glass slides for Kent has not 
produced any parallels. It has been suggested that they may be trade or merchants' 
marks, which sometimes may be found in chapels associated with guilds or patrons who 
do not have a coat-of-arms.38 C.R. Councer illustrates a merchant's mark from the lost 
glass of the Knight family pew at St. Lawrence, Godmersham.39 This is far from a 
parallel, but merchants' marks would seem to be rare. The chapel was 'builded by the 
cost' of John Raynold of 'Redding Street', who died in 1522, and apart from being a 
wealthy man may have been a merchant, although a study of his will gives no indication 
of this other than that he was a landowner. 

Fig. 4. 

1. 2.5 mm. thick, with three grozed edges. The hatched area has only a thin wash of 
paint, it is just possible to see the brush marks. Part of a scroll with lettering. 

2. 2 mm. thick, only one grozed edge. Black lettering which has flaked somewhat. 

38 We are grateful to the late L.R.A. Grove, for this suggestion. 
39 C.R. Councer, Lost Glass from Kent Churches, Kent Archaeological Society, 

Maidstone, 1980. 
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3. Again 2 mm. thick, one grozed edge. Black letters with some geometric designs. 
4. 2 mm. thick, one grozed edge. A large geometric design, reminiscent of a key. 
5. 2 mm. thick, one grozed edge. Black letters with small geometric designs. 
6. 2 mm. thick, painted on both sides. The painting on the inside possibly showing an 

eagle with rays radiating out from the head with a halo. The reverse side has a 
yellow stain around the area of the halo, presumably stained with silver nitrate, 
which when fired in a furnace turns yellow, while the body of the eagle, would 
seem to have a cream strip running through it. 

7. 2 mm. thick. Monk's head in a humanistic style of portraiture, finer details of hair 
scratched out of a thick layer of paint. 

8. Detail of garment? Again fine detail scratched out. 
9-11.Three similar examples of geometric designs, each have one grozed edge. 

THE POTTERY 

Very few fragments of pottery were recovered from the excavations; this is not 
unexpected from a church site. However, some fragments of early medieval ware were 
found along with some later green glazed ware and the base of a Surrey jug. 

Fig. 5. 

Against blocked chancel door 

1. Flat level-topped rim sherd of cooking-vessel tempered with shell and sub-angular 
quartz, soft pinky-grey fabric. Second half of thirteenth century. 

T 

Fig. 5. Pottery from the church (Scale: 1:4). 

"OSheppard Frere, 'Canterbury Excavations, Summer, 1946,' Arch. Cant., lxviii 
(1954), Fig. 17, 132. 
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Fig. 6. Stone and tile objects. 1. Coffin slab (Scale: 1:16), 2. Door-jamb (Scale: 1:8), 
3. Angle shaft (Scale: 1:8), 4. Stone tile (Scale: 1:8), 5. Floor-tile (Scale: 1:8). 
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2. Fragment of cooking-pot rim with clubbed beaded rim, tempered with shell and 
sub-angular quartz, soft pinky-grey fabric, similar to no. 1. Not earlier than twelfth 
century, possibly late twelfth, or thirteenth. 

Buried land surface outside south aisle. 

3. Cooking-pot with everted flattened rim with low vertical ribs on body tempered 
with translucent subangular quartz, with hard grey fabric. First half twelfth 
century. Compare with Group 111, Rose Lane, Canterbury.40 

STONE AND TILE OBJECTS 
Fig. 6. 

1. Fragment of a flat slightly tapering coffin slab of Purbeck Marble, 1.85 m. long x 
56 cm. wide, with double hollow chamfer around its bevelled edge. No sign of 
pattern or design on the surface although badly eroded by exposure to the 
elements and use as a door sill in the west doorway of the tower, and after 
demolition of tower badly damaged by grave diggers. The slab is from the Purbeck 
school of carving, which was the leading English centre throughout the thirteenth 
century and during the first half of the following century. A good example can be 
seen from Great Horkesley, Essex, which is thought to be thirteenth century.41 

2. Profile of a door jamb fragment from west doorway of tower, probably of Tilgate 
Stone from the Hastings Beds, possibly an unsympathetic medium for carving; this 
would explain the very poor craftmanship. 

3. Fragment of an angle shaft of Caen stone, 148 mm. in diameter; many other 
fragments were found, possibly they came from the chancel arch. 

4. Part of a stone roof-tile found in the demolition debris, made from calcareous 
sandstone of the Hastings Beds. Stone roof-tiles are very uncommon in this part of 
Kent, although common in West Sussex where they are made of Horsham Stone. 

5. Around 25 floor-tiles were recovered from the excavations, most of these were 
reasonably complete. They varied in colour from brown and yellow to a slight 
green glaze on the surface, the fabric being a dull red colour and slightly sandy. 
The tiles are approximately 110 mm. square and roughly 24 mm. thick with a slight 
bevel to the edge. Nail holes are present in all the tiles; they consist of five holes, 
one nail hole in the centre and one in each corner on the top surface. The presence 
of nail holes would suggest the tiles are imports from the Low Countries, and 
possibly of fourteenth- or fifteenth-century date. Similar tiles although with a 
larger bevel were recently found in the excavations at Appledore Church.42 

A considerable quantity of roof-tile debris was found, but only one tile survived intact, 
measuring 242 mm. long x 145 mm. wide and 7 mm. thick, with small round peg-holes. 

41 Miller Christie, 'Some Essex Coffin Slabs', Trans. Essex A.S., vol. vii (New Series 
1899), 373, fig. 3. 

42 M.C. Horton, 'The Tiles', in M.C. Lebon, 'The North Chapel of Appledore 
Church', Arch. Cant., cvi (1988), 94-101. 
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